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ABSTRACT This work establishes a robocentric framework around a non-linear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) for autonomous navigation of quadrotors in tunnel-like environments. The proposed framework
enables obstacle free navigation capabilities for resource constraint platforms in areas with critical challenges
including darkness, textureless surfaces as well as areas with self-similar geometries, without any prior
knowledge. The core contribution of the proposed framework stems from the merging of perception
dynamics in a model-based optimization approach, aligning the vehicles heading to the tunnels’ open space
expressed in the x axis coordinate in the image frame of the most distant area. Moreover, the aerial vehicle
is considered as a free-flying object that plans its actions using egocentric onboard sensors. The proposed
method can be deployed in both fully illuminated indoor corridors or featureless dark tunnels, leveraging
visual processing from either RGB-D or monocular sensors for generating direction commands to keep
flying in the proper direction. Multiple experimental field trials demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method in challenging environments.
INDEX TERMS Perception aware control, vision based navigation, micro aerial vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quest for autonomous MAVs that can reliably navigate
in partially-known or unknown areas brings these platforms
in the forefront of research and technological breakthroughs,
while introducing novel approaches for several application
areas. Infrastructure inspection [1], search and rescue [2],
area coverage/surveillance [3] are fields that already pursue
the incorporation of aerial vehicles in their operation cycles.
These applications can be part of large scale outdoors environments (e.g. bridges, wind-turbines, power plants), urban
environments (e.g. cities) and subterranean operating environments (e.g. tunnels and cave networks).
This article approaches the problem of autonomous navigation of low-cost aerial robots, referred with the term ‘‘aerial
scouts’’, which is a subcomponent of the NeBula autonomy
framework [4], related to multi-robot exploration missions in
complex environments [5]–[7]. Aerial scouts can be defined
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Shun-Feng Su
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as consumable vehicles with the main mission to explore
high risk areas, collect sensor data (e.g. laser measurements,
thermal, visual, gas, etc) for the operators to safely assess
the status of the infrastructure. The baseline capability of
these platforms is to navigate along a tunnel-like environments while returning close to their takeoff position. The
proposed architecture couples a Nonlinear Model Predictive
Control (NMPC) with a visual processing scheme in the
local frame of the robot for maintaining proper obstacle free
direction along the tunnel axis, following the open space area
described with the furthest distance in depth images.
A. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS

Several works in the existing literature have addressed the
control and navigation of MAVs in challenging environments
using various sensor configurations. In [8] the fields of estimation, control and mapping for the MAV’s autonomous navigation along penstocks, have been studied. In this work the
major sensors used were a laser range finder and 4 cameras
for the task of state estimation and mapping. In [9] a range
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based sensor array approach has been developed to navigate
along right-rectangular tunnels and cylindrical shafts. The
authors proposed a range sensor configuration, to improve
the localization in such environments and provide the means
for autonomous navigation. In [10], the authors presented a
multi-modal sensor unit for mapping applications, a means
for aerial robots to navigate in dark underground tunnels.
In this work, the unit consists of a stereo camera, a depth
sensor, an IMU and led lights syncs with the camera capture
for artificial lightning. Furthermore, the unit has been integrated with a volumetric exploration method, demonstrating
the capabilities of the overall system. Regarding vision based
optimal predictive control not many works have addressed
the coupling of the control actions with vision, that can
act as the planner for autonomous navigation. In [11] a
perception-aware Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm
has been proposed to compute trajectories for quadrotors
that maximize the visibility of a desired target, optimizing
both the action and perception objectives. This method leverages numerical optimization to compute feasible trajectories
solving an optimization problem, where the cost function
respects both the robot dynamics and perception objectives.
In [12] a collision avoidance scheme has been presented that
guides an aerial vehicle around an object along a conical
spiral trajectory using a spherical camera model in a visual
predictive control. In this work the vehicle dynamics have
been linearized and partitioned in two parts, the first part
includes the z axis and the second part the x and y axes,
leading to two individual controllers that provide the control
actions for the low level control. The image and z axis of
the vehicle’s dynamics are included in a process model and
the nonlinear optimization problem is solved over the derived
common state. Other works on vision based control have
approached the navigation from other aspects, such in [13]
where the authors proposed a method to guide a multirotor to
a desired pose, while simultaneously keeping a target within
the field of view of the onboard camera. In this work visual
servoing scheme is used to generate a trajectory based on
the minimization of the target re-projection error, while an
MPC scheme was developed to track the trajectory. In [14]
the authors presented a hybrid visual servoing scheme for
deferentially flat systems formulated as an optimal control.
The method initially computed the final pose of the vehicle
using the desired camera view by solving a Perspective-nPoint problem and then used optimal control to compute a
feasible trajectory, with a cost function to keep the image
features in the view. In [15] the authors presented a cascaded
formulation of IBVS and Linear MPC control scheme, with
the aim to tackle the under-actuation issues related to the
integration of IBVS on quadrotors. In this work the authors
provide feasibility and stability guarantees of the MPC. Compared to the State-of-the-art, this work proposes an alternative
architecture on the high level model based control for MAVs,
which integrates visual perception state in the command
generation, to enable reactive fast exploration of unknown
subterranean/urban tunnel environments. The presented
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FIGURE 1. Overall block diagram of the proposed system, where signals
X , S represent the vehicle and perception states, while signals
θcmd , φcmd , ψ̇cmd and Tcmd represent roll, pitch, yaw-rate and thrust
commands for the low level controller.

control design is independent of x, y position or global map
information, since localization can be an issue in complex,
real-life underground areas. Table 1 summarizes the modules
from all frameworks, depicting the alternative approaches on
vision augmented optimal control for aerial platforms.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS

Based on the aforementioned state of the art, the major contribution of this article stems from the establishment of an
aerial scout robot, capable to navigate along tunnels, leveraging visual data for keeping the proper direction along the
tunnel, following open spaces identified through depth image
processing. Initially, in the proposed architecture the platform
is treated as a free-flying object following velocity, rather
than precise position references on x and y axes, under the
policy that velocity estimation can recover faster than position
drift in degenerated environments, since reliable localization
is still a major issue. Moreover, the control design incorporates a perception state in the MAV dynamics which is
coupled with the yawrate control input. Thus allowing for a
vision-driven direction control of the platform, since ‘‘where
to look’’ is another major issue. Additionally, the fundamental
component of the visual processing is the extraction of the
free space in the tunnel, which is expressed through a 2D
centroid in either a monocular image or an RGB-D depth
image. The proposed control scheme can be directly deployed
on a quadrotor with a camera and without requiring precise or
even rough models of the surrounding areas or large training
datasets. Finally, multiple field tests have been performed
in different areas depicting the performance of the proposed
method. More specifically, this work showcases field tests
from a limited access to the public underground mine, providing valuable insights on the continuation of the research
field.
C. OUTLINE

The rest of the article is structured as it follows. Section II
describes the overall framework. Section III provides an
overview of extended field trials on different scenarios and
finally, Section IV presents the concluding remarks of the
developed system.
II. AERIAL SCOUT FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 presents the overall proposed system architecture..
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TABLE 1. MAV visual predictive control comparison.

1
(Kφ φcmd − φ)
τφ
1
θ̇ = (Kθ θcmd − θ)
τθ

φ̇ =

FIGURE 2. Coordinate frames, where W , B , C and I denote world,
body and camera and image coordinate frames respectively.

A. PRELIMINARIES

The world frame W is fixed with the unit vectors
{x W , yW , zW } following the North-West-Up (NWU) frame
convention. The body frame of the aerial vehicle B is
attached on its base with the unit vectors {x B , yB , zB }. The
zB is antiparallel to the gravity vector, x B is looking forward
the platform’s base and yB is in the NWU convention. The
onboard camera frame C has unit vectors {x C , yC , zC }. Furthermore, yC is parallel to the gravity vector and zC points
in front of the camera. Finally, the image plane is defined as
I with unit vectors [x I , yI ]. Figure 2 depicts the utilized
main coordinate frames of the aerial platform.
B. MAV DYNAMICS

The quadrotor model derived in [16] is used, providing roll
φcmd , pitch θcmd ∈ [−π/2, π/2] and thrust Tcmd ∈ R+
commands, that are later handled by a low-level controller
mounted onboard the aerial vehicle. Equation (1a) summarizes the quadrotor model.
p˙z = vB
(1a)
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(1c)
(1d)

where p˙z is the relative distance of the platform with the
B B > ∈ R3 represents the linear
ground vB = [vB
x , vy , vz ]
velocities on each axis, φ, θ ∈ R are roll and pitch, R ∈ SO(3)
is the rotation matrix without a rotation around the z-axis,
since the coordinates are in the body frame, Td ∈ R is the
mass normalized thrust, g is the gravitational acceleration,
Ax , Ay , and Az are the normalized mass drag coefficients, τφ
and τθ are the time constants, and Kφ , Kθ are the roll and pitch
angle gains, and finally φcmd , θcmd are the reference values of
the roll and pitch angle for the low level controller. From [17],
the model incorporates the mass normalized thrust Td that
is converted to Tcmd using the derived adaptive acceleration
control scheme.
C. PERCEPTION STATE

Following the Image-based Visual Servoing (IBVS) theory [18] Equation (2) describes the desired relation in the 2D
target motion represented by sx and sy coordinates and the 3D
camera motion, with the assumption that the target is static.
 
h
i>
ṡx
vC
vC
ωxC ωyC ωzC
= L vC
(2)
x
y
z
ṡy
C C >
where vC = [vC
∈ R3 and ωC =
x , vy , vz ]
[ωxC , ωyC , ωzC ]> ∈ R3 represent the linear and angular velocities in frame C , while the L ∈ R2×6 matrix that describes
the coupling is called Interaction matrix and is defined as:
#
"
s
1
−

L=

d(x I ,yI )

0

x
d(x I ,yI )
sy
1
− I I
d(x ,y ) d(x I ,yI )

0

sx sy −1−s2x sy

1+s2y −sx sy −sx

(3)

where d(x I , yI ) = ZPC and d(·) represents the depth map of
the image I (x I , yI ), ∀x I ∈ columns and yI ∈ rows. The
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interaction matrix L includes the depth ZPC , information that
is lost when working in the 2D image plane.
The rate of change of sx is mainly affected when the camera
is undergoing a yaw motion ωyC and a lateral velocity vx .
The other camera motions have negligible effect in the rate
of change of the target position in the image plane. In the
case where sx is closer to the center of the image, ωyC has a
greater impact in the rate of change when compared to the
C
lateral velocity vC
x of the camera and therefore vx can be
ignored. Equation (4) express the simplified image dynamics
that consist the perception state.
ṡx = (1 + s2x )(ψ̇cmd )

FIGURE 3. On the left onboard RGB image frame with the extracted
centroid denoted with the red circle, while on the right the estimated
pseudo depth image from a single image.

(4)

D. VISUAL PROCESSING

The core concept in the proposed method is the identification
of open space along the tunnel axis using the onboard visual
sensor. The goal is to align the MAV heading towards open
spaces, thus allowing the aerial platform to follow obstacle
free paths. Extending the previous work [19], this article
expands the concept of open space identification by processing depth images in two ways, firstly showcasing the
general applicability of the method using depth map from
RGB-D sensor for well illuminated areas and pseudo depth
map monocular sensor in dark environments, while secondly
connects the visual processing with the control framework by
closing the loop.
1) SINGE IMAGE PSEUDO DEPTH ESTIMATION

This method describes the established methodology for calculating a pseudo depth map from single images, with the
main aim to identify areas in the frame that are free space,
without considering metric information. Using the light scattering [20] method an image can be defined as follows:
I (x I , yI ) = O(x I , yI ) · tr(x I , yI ) + a[1 − tr(x I , yI )]
(5)
where I : [0 . . . M − 1] × [0 . . . N − 1] → N2 is the observed
image, O : [0 . . . M − 1] × [0 . . . N − 1] → N2 is the original
image, a is the color of the atmospheric light, tr(x I , yI ) is
the transmission term. The term O(x I , yI ) · tr(x I , yI ) is
called direct attenuation [21], while term a[1 − tr(x, y)] is
called airlight. The transmission term describes the amount
of light that reaches the camera and is defined as:
tr(x I , yI ) = e−βd(x

I ,yI )

(6)

where β is the scattering coefficient of the atmosphere and
d(x I , yI ) is the depth of the scene for the pixel coordinates
(x I , yI ). The Dark Channel Prior (DCP) [22] method is
used to calculate the transmission map defined as follows:
tr(x I , yI ) = 1 − ω
I
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C

I (z)]

FIGURE 4. On the left onboard depth image frame from Intel RealSense
ZR300, while on the right the processed depth image with the extracted
centroid denoted with the red circle.

where ω is a number controlling the desired level of restoration with maximum value of 1, I dark (x I , yI ) is the dark
channel, (x I , yI ) is a patch of 5 × 5 pixels centered on
(x I , yI ), I C is the color channel of the image I , z represents
the index of the pixel of (x I , yI ).
The atmospheric light is shown in Equation 9.
)
(
3
h

i
X
dark
I I
C
arg max
I
x ,y
I
a = max
(x I ,yI )∈(0.1%h×w)
C=1
(9)
where w, h represent the width and height of I dark .
This visual processing methodology, part of the proposed
control framework, is employed to tackle the challenge of
identifying the open space in tunnels and caves to regulate
the aerial platform heading accordingly and operates in pitch
dark tunnels without external illumination infrastructure.
In order to extract the centroid location of the area with
the open space in the tunnel, represented as the area with the
maximum distance from the MAV, we first employ a grey
scale morphological operation in the depth map image [23]
and in the sequel employ the k-means [24] algorithm in
order to segment the depth image into a number of clusters
defined as Ci , i = 1, . . . , 10. Finally, we compute the average
intensity for each cluster and extract the sx of the cluster
with the maximum average intensity Cm from the depth map
image [25]. The sx of the cluster is the arithmetic mean of all
x pixel coordinates in the cluster defined as:
X
1
x
(10)
sx =
|Cm |
(x,y)∈Cm

where |Cm | is the number of pixels of the cluster. The overall
method described in this section and impact on the centroid
calculation are depicted in Figures 3, 4.

(7)

E. MISSION PLANNER

(8)

The system incorporates a higher level mission planner which
is responsible to provide the references for the controller. The
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mission planner initially accepts the desired state references
from the operator once. Afterwards, a potential field obstacle
avoidance method is activated, generating linear x-axis and yaxis reference velocity commands in order to avoid collisions
to the walls or any other obstacle standing in the way of the
MAV, as shown in [26].
F. CONTROL DESIGN

Compared to current State-of-the-Art the NMPC extends the
non-linear dynamic model of the platform derived from (1a)
by integrating the perception dynamics from (4). The state of
B B
the system is defined as x B (t) = [p˙z , vB
x , vy , vz , φ, θ ] ∈
6
B
R , where x̂ is the estimated state obtained from the
onboard sensor measurements.
Moreover, the perception state vector S(t) = sx includes
the visual states on the centroid, where Ŝ is the estimated
state and the value ŝx is provided from the visual processing unit discussed in Section II-D. The NMPC objective
is to generate uB = [φcmd , θcmd , ψ̇cmd , Tcmd ] to keep the
centroid in the center of the image and by doing this the
MAV navigates along the tunnel, while following the tunnel altitude changes. Based on the obtained commands uB ,
the low-level controller generates motor commands for the
MAV.
For the proposed NMPC, the finite horizon stage cost function is defined l : Rnx × RnS × Rnu → R+ and the terminal
cost function lf : Rnx × RnS → R+ , where nx refers to the
number of states, nS refers to the number of the perception
states and nu refers to the number of commands.. The NMPC
scheme can be formulated in the following equation for the
problem of navigation in unknown tunnel-like environments:


B
min lfN xk+N
|k , Sk+N |k
N −1
{uB
k+j|k }j=0

+
s.t.

N
−1
X



B
lk+j|k xk+j|k
, Sk+j|k , uB
k+j|k

j=0
B
xk+j+1|k

B
= f (xk+j|k
, uB
k+j|k ), j ∈ N[0,N −1]

Sk+j+1|k = g(vB
z,k+j|k , Sk+j|k , ψ̇k+j|k ), j ∈ N[0,N −1]
B
B
uB
k+j|k ∈ [umin , umax ], j ∈ N[0,N −1]
B
xk|k
= x̂kB

Sk|k = Ŝk

(11)

B
where N ∈ N is the control horizon, uB
min and umax are bounds
on control actions. At every time instant k, a finite-horizon
optimal problem is solved with a user defined interval, while
B, . . .
a corresponding optimal sequence of control actions u?k|k
?
B
B is
uk+N −1|k are generated, where the first control action u?k|k
applied to the low-level controller. In the next time instant
the optimization solves the same problem by using the solution in the previous interval as the initial guess and updated
information on current states value. More information of the
structure and implementation of the PANOC controller can
be found in [27].
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FIGURE 5. The top two rows depict snapshots from the experimental
trials in the indoor corridor area, while the bottom rows depict the
experimental trials in the underground tunnel.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the performed field trials the aerial scout has been deployed
in two different environments, a) an indoor corridor located
at Luleå University of Technology and b) part of the production area of an iron ore mine in northern Sweden, located
1100 meters deep. The main concept of the system was to
takeoff, move along the tunnel and return towards the takeoff
position using a timer strategy, depicting navigation with
return to base capabilities. The designed NMPC is mainly
providing the yawrate command from the x axis open space
in the image frame. Nevertheless, when the timer commands
a turn the yawrate is fixed to a constant value and the centroid measurements are ignored until the rotation of approximately 180 deg is completed. The aim of these experiments
is twofold a) to demonstrate the navigation capabilities of the
platform without any prior knowledge of the area and b) to
showcase that the method is applicable for totally different
tunnel-like environments, while supporting different sensor
modalities. It is of importance to note that the role of the
resource constrained aerial scout is not to provide an accurate
localization of any artifact or 3D map of the visited area, but
rather navigate in extreme locations, collect raw sensor data
and return in a location for the operator to retrieve it.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this work one aerial platform in two different configurations is used to evaluate the proposed method. The first
configuration was used for the indoor corridor experiments
and the second configuration for the underground tunnel
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experiments. Generally, the vehicle weights 1.5 kg and provides 8 mins of flight time with 4-cell 1.5 Ah LiPo battery.
The flight controller is ROSflight and the Aaeon UP-Board1
is the main processing unit, incorporating an Intel Atom
x5-Z8350 processor and 4 GB RAM. The operating system
running on the board is Ubuntu Desktop 18.04 with ROS
Melodic framework. In both scenarios the platform carried
a 2D rotating Rplidar placed on top of the bodyframe, providing range measurements at 10Hz for the obstacle avoidance component, while the height measurements are provided
from the single beam Lidar-lite v3 at 100 Hz installed on the
bottom of the vehicle pointing down. Furthermore, the aerial
platform is equipped with three 10 W LED light bars, two
in both front arms and one facing downwards for providing
additional illumination.
As mentioned above due to sensor limitations different
sensors were employed for velocity estimation and the vision
based open area identification. More specifically, in scenario
a) the velocity estimation is based on IntelRealsense T265 at
200 Hz, installed on the backside of the vehicle pointing
backwards, while for scenario b) the PX4Flow optical flow
sensor at 20 Hz was installed on the bottom of the vehicle
pointing down, since T265 had poor performance in darkness. Additionally, in scenario a) the depth camera RealSense
ZR300 has been used to provide depth image at 20Hz, while
in scenario b) the PS3 Eye camera has been used to generate
pseudo depth images at 10 Hz and provide the x axis coordinate of the open space in the image plane. The onboard
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is used to provide the attitude states [φ, θ] of the aerial platform, while the proposed
framework does not require any position measurements on
the x and y axis.
The NMPC has a prediction horizon of 40 steps, while the
tuning parameters used by the NMPC were:
Qx = diag(5, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3),

Qxf = 10Qx ,

QS = diag(10), QSf = 10QS ,
R = diag(2, 10, 10, 2)
where diag denotes a square diagonal matrix. Additionally,
in the control design, the following bounds have been considered as: −0.4 rad/s ≤ [φcmd , θcmd , ψ̇cmd ] ≤ 0.4 rad/s and
Tcmd ∈ [0, 1].
1) FIRST SCENARIO

In this case the environment is well-illuminated and the main
challenge is that it’s geometry is self-similar. the tunnel is 3 m
wide and 3 m height, while the MAV navigated for 40 m forward and back. In this scenario the operator defined reference
state vectors were xref = [0.3 m/s, 0, 0, 0, 0] and Sref = [0].
Furthermore, the first subfigure of Figure 6 presents the
tracking of vB
x to the desired reference. In this case the controller was able to follow the reference with Mean Absolute
Error of 0.1 m/s. The velocity is tracking the desired values
1 https://www.aaeon.com/
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B
B
FIGURE 6. Linear velocities vB
x and vy , altitude pz and centroid sx
reference tracking during the navigation in the 1st scenario.

and in the majority of the experiment was close to 0.3 m/s.
Nevertheless, around 60 seconds the turn was initiated and
the MAV floated towards the wall, which activated the potential field reactive planner providing less or equal than 0 m/s
references. The second subfigure of Figure 6 showcases the
reference tracking performance of vB
y over time. In this case
the controller was able to follow the reference with Mean
Absolute Error of 0.05 m/s. In this case the reactive planning
from potential fields is activated more frequently, especially
after the turn. The third subfigure of Figure 6, depicts the
altitude of the MAV relative to the commanded reference.
In this case the Mean Absolute Error was 0.05 m. The fourth
and final subfigure depicts the x axis coordinate tracking of
the open space. In this case the Mean Absolute Error was
0.07 units. In the majority of the flight to coordinate is close
to zero, expect around the time instance 60 sec where the
MAV is turning and the measurements do not have any value
and are omitted. Generally, the centroid extraction has some
oscillation which is negligible and does not affect the overall
navigation.
The control signals (roll, pitch, and normalized thrust references) generated by the nonlinear solver are depicted at
Figure 7. An interesting note in the presented responses is
that that around 52 sec the timer based turn is initiated and
the yawrate has been fixed to 0.2 rad/sec. Interestingly from
the experiment is shown that the yawrate command after the
turn takes few second to stabilize, which is affected by the
depth image processing. Moreover, after the turn the velocity
estimation slightly drifts leading the MAV close to the wall
and causing small sign alteration on the MAV roll command.
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 7. Control signals generated from the PANOC solver to the
low-level controller during the navigation in the 1st scenario.
FIGURE 9. Control signals generated from the PANOC solver to the
low-level controller during the navigation in the 2nd scenario.

B
B
FIGURE 8. Linear velocities vB
x and vy , altitude pz and centroid sx
reference tracking during the navigation in the 2nd scenario.

2) SECOND SCENARIO

In this case the environment is more challenging, pitch
dark, wider and with limited access. In this environment
VOLUME 9, 2021

the RealSense sensor T265 could not provide proper velocity measurements. Therefore the PX4flow sensor has been
selected. The tunnel is 7 meters wide, 10 meters height and
the MAV navigated for 20 meters forward and back. In this
scenario the operator defined reference state vectors were
xref = [0.5 m/s, 0, 0, 0, 0] and Sref = [0].
Similar to scenario 1, the first subfigure of Figure 8
presents the tracking of vB
x to the desired reference. In this
case the controller was able to follow the reference with
Mean Absolute Error of 0.27 m/s. Although the error is higher
compared to scenario 1, the MAV was still able to perform the
desired task.
The second subfigure of Figure 8 showcases the reference
tracking performance of vy over time. In this case the controller was able to follow the reference with Mean Absolute
Error of 0.1 m/s. Compared to scenario 1 the tunnel was wider
leading to less frequent activation of the reactive potential
fields, keeping vy close to 0. Nevertheless, the potential fields
were activated during the turn around the 100 sec to keep the
MAV away from the tunnel surface. The third subfigure of
Figure 8, depicts the altitude of the MAV relative to the
commanded reference. In this case the Mean Absolute Error
was 0.03 m. The forth and final subfigure depicts the x axis
coordinate tracking of the open space. An important aspect
to consider is that the k-means cluster selection affects the
centroid extraction and an optimal clustering number is not
always available. Nevertheless, although sx was oscillating
more around 0 compared to scenario 1 the MAV was able to
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maintain the proper direction during the overall navigation,
even after the turn. In this case the Mean Absolute Error was
0.22 units.
The control signals (roll, pitch, and normalized thrust references) generated by the nonlinear solver are depicted at
Figure 9. An interesting note in the presented responses is
that that around 82 sec the timer based turn is initiated and
the yawrate has been fixed to 0.2 rad/sec. It is shown that the
yawrate command follows the oscillatory behavior of the sx ,
which is affected by the depth image processing.
In a summary, the performed experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of the vision based method to detect open
spaces and align the MAV heading, facilitating the tunnel
navigation. Nevertheless, the presented method is a baseline
capability that can be enhanced with more features for a
more robust behaviour. More specifically, the takeoff and
landing can be automated using markers like apriltags, while
junction detection methods can be incorporated to complement the navigation task when the tunnels have multiple
branches.
IV. CONCLUSION

This article approached the problem of autonomous navigation in challenging tunnel-like environments by coupling
a NMPC control architecture that aligns the robot motion
along the tunnel axis. A visual processing method on both
RGB-D or RGB sensors was developed to identify free space
in the image plane and use it to regulate the heading of
the MAV. Experimental results in a corridor as well as a
harsh underground mine tunnel demonstrated the ability of
the proposed system to navigate along areas that are previously unknown with the main purpose to collect raw sensor data and come back to the base. Future directions of
the proposed scheme include the incorporation of breadcrumb following navigation planner (visual landmarks) on
top of the control framework top allow complex navigation
manoeuvres in large scale areas, while focusing in areas
that either visual or lidar based odometry is not sufficiently
accurate.
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